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ABSTRACT
There are three basic issues which are dealt with in this
thesis: the re-use of an urban industrial structure, namely
the Riverside Press; the rehabilitation of a badly used
river edge; and the community of Riverside-Cambridgeport
which feels itself threatened to be cut off from the river
by the growth of Harvard or MIT or private development.
The basic assumption is that the buildings should be saved,
thus, the elaborate historical description of the various
buildings and the growth of the site. The hope is that this
particular site can serve as an example of how the community
can be let through the riverfront strip, across the road and
to the river. Therefore, the Riverside Press site was used
as an example of how the community might be served, and how
to improve the river edge. An actual re-design for the
buildings was never done. Rather, a more general diagram
done of the whole site was done according to the programma-
tic stipulations of a consultant's report.
In summary, the thesis is a description of the community and
the necessity of providing for their needs, a chronicle of
the site growth, a riverfront analysis and a catalogue of
edge conditions which are implemented in a design.
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"In my day those Cambridge boys who were looking for real
security in their jobs went either to the United States
Government or the Riverside Press. One was as strong as
the other and there was nothing better anywhere!" 1
- a comment by one senior pressman at
Houghton Mifflin recalling Riverside
over the years.
2Colophons of the
Riverside Press.
3A NOTE TO THE READER
The study of the Riverside Press buildings came to involve
much more than the reconversion of the site for a new use.
The ramifications of the sale of the land and buildings of
the Riverside Press are farther reaching than a proposal for
the re-use of the structures, as this thesis title suggests.
The main issue to which the thesis directs itself is the
analysis of urban form. This building does not stand as an
isolated object in the landscape of Cambridge. It is situ-
ated on a valuable piece of riverfront property on a strip
of riverfront land which is grossly misused. The communi-
ties of Cambridgeport and Riverside are walled off from the
river because Memorial Drive has made access difficult, and
the condition of the river edge has not encouraged the pedes-
trian to traverse the roadway. The fact that the community
feels itself being closed in by Harvard and MIT makes them
particularly sensitive to any physical changes that might
occur along that river edge strip between the BU Bridge and
the Western Avenue Bridge.
Thus, the focus of the study is the condition of the river
edge and a special design proposal for the river edge in
front of the Riverside Press.
4STATEMENT OF PROBLEMS AND ISSUES
The sale of the buildings and property at this time raises
many very timely issues. First, the problem of increased
university expansion and the conflicts which result within
the neighboring communities is one which faces almost all
large urban universities and surrounding communities.
Secondly, we are increasingly aware of the misuse of urban
waterways and their edges. In cities where rivers and parks
are the only natural systems which remain, attempts are now
being made to save and rehabilitate these waterfront areas
and to clean up the water. In Cambridge, this is taking the
form of pollution control facilities, riverfront studies and
zoning revision proposals.
Lastly, the particular problem raised by the sale of the
Riverside Press buildings is what can be done with substan-
tial urban industrial structures which are no longer suit-
able for the use for which they were originally built and
are on land which has become extremely valuable.
The aim of the study is, therefore, to suggest a re-use for
the Riverside Press buildings. The attitudes expressed in
the re-use proposal and in the proposal for the riverfront
directly in front of the Riverside Press are possible ap-
proaches to solving the problem of opening the site and the
riverfront to the community and to making the riverfront
5attractive -and useful as a recreation facility and prome-
nade.
6TO ANONYMOUS HISTORY
History is a magical mirror. Who peers into it
sees his own image in the shape of events and devel-
opments. It is never .stilled. It is ever in move-
ment, like the generation observing it. Its totality
cannot be embraced: History bares itself only in
facets, which fluctuate with the vantage point of the
observer.
[The historian's] role is to-put in order in its
historical setting what we experience piecemeal from
day to day, so that in place of sporadic experience,
the continuity of events becomes visible. An age
that has lost its consciousness of the things that
shape its life will know neither where it stands nor,
even less, at what it aims. Aicivilization that has
lost its memory and stumbles from day to day, from
happening to happening, lives more irresponsibly than
the cattle, who at least have their instincts to fall
back upon.
History, regarded as insight into the moving pro-
cess of life, draws closer to biological phenomena.
We shall speak little, here, of general lines and
great events. .
We shall deal here with humble things, things not
usually granted earnest consideration, or at least
not valued for their historical import. But no more
in history than in painting is it the impressiveness
of the subject that matters. The sun is mirrored
even in a coffee spoon.' 2
7HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The town purchased, December 9, 1836, of Amos
Hazeltine, for $5,600 eleven and a quarter-acres
of land, bordering on Charles River, and extend-
ing from Western Avenue' nearly to River Street,
together with two acres and three quarters on the
opposite side of Western Avenue, extending from
the river to Putnam Street. A committee reported
in April, 1838, that a brick Almshouse had been
constructed on the first mentioned lot, at an ex-
pense of $7,490.90; The paupers were again placed
in a comfortable habitation. . . . The old Alms-
house (together with the land) was sold, May 22,
1851, to Little and Brown, publishers and book-
sellers, for $24,000; they converted it into an
establishment for the manufacture of books, and
erected many additional buildings. Subsequently,
the larger part of the estate became the property
of H.O. Houghton and Co. by whom it was further
embellished and rendered famous as the seat of
the Riverside Press. 3
It was one of the most distinguished presses of its day.
Emerson, Hawthorne, Holmes, Longfellow, Lowell, Thoreau and
Whittier are a few of the authors whose works were printed
at the Riverside Press. The original parcel of land was
bought by the town of Cambridge in 1836 to build the two
story almshouse which subsequently operated there until 1851.
The 119 year history of the Riverside Press on that site be-
gan with the acquisition of the Cambridge Almshouse which
Henry Houghton leased in 1852 and then bought in 1867 as the
Press Buildings for his new publishing company which later
became Houghton Mifflin Company. The complex was built from
that time until 1971 when the buildings were vacated.
It was a 120 year long struggle for additional space, with
8buildings and additions being built in 1859, 1860, 1867,
1868, 1877, 1886, 1902, 1904, 1907, 1909, 1910, 1916, 1924,
1929, and finally in 1946 (see Maps 1-9). The builders were
very conscious and proud of their growing complex and drew
and photographed it throughout its entire history. The
buildings occupied an important and very prominent piece of
land in the landscape of Boston/Cambridge, and the image
from the Blackstone Street side and the river side was one
which displayed the success of a flourishing enterprise. The
complex was purposely set away from neighboring properties
and given considerable amounts of open space to provide it
with a natural immunity from the danger of fire.
Together with the power station at the corner of Western
Avenue and Memorial Drive and the former Little, Brown com-
plex between Blackstone and Putnam Streets, the buildings
form a contained and individual style different from other
surrounding neighborhood and riverfront structures. The ivy
covered buildings were situated on wide green, tree-shaded
lawns and courtyards. There was great pride taken in the
construction of these buildings and in the quality of main-
tenance throughout the years. The rich, green quality of
the open spaces, the place of these buildings in the history
of Cambridge and the adaptability of the structures for
other uses are significant factors which must now be con-
sidered at a point when the buildings are being sold by
Houghton-Mifflin.
91854 MAP 1
In 1852, Henry 0, Houghton moved his printing business from
Remington Street "to what had been the old Cambridge poor
house near the bank of the Charles River."4
"Formerly used by Cambridge as a house for the town poor and
standing almost in open country."5
"The original building . . . was at first rented by Mr.
Houghton for Mr. James Brown, who also owned the bindery
across Blackstone Street, and whose publishing venture with
Mr. C.C. Little was already a notable success." 6
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1873 MAP 2
a bindery had been added in 1864"7
"On the grounds of the Cambridge Alms House Estate, in addi-
tion to the quarters of H.O. Houghton and Company rented was
a bindery also owned by Little Brown . . . Word came that
Little Brown had plans to build a larger bindery . . . The
vacated plant with its equipment was available to Houghton.
On February 5, 1864 he signed an agreement with the binders
to assume their lease to purchase their equipment for $600
and to furnish steam at $840 a year for the new building
which was being erected." 8
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1886 MAP 3
Expansion of the Press required more skilled laborers and
around 1864 Houghton "went to England and hunted up some ten
or a dozen good binders and one printer . . . Before the ar-
rival of the skilled workers . . . the Press had outgrown
the poor house. An extension [was] built toward the river,
then [the] mansard roof structure [was] built a ross Black-
stone Street end, forming a t-shaped building."
"In 1867, a four story, mansard-roofed, L-shaped building
had been joined to the old almshouse; type selling and print-
ing were done in the old building, while the new one housed
the bindery, the shipping room and the 'counting room.' To-
day the counting room is called the office and occupies all
that is left of the old bindery building." O
The Riverside Press occupies an irregular piece of ground
450 feet long and 360 feet wide, "beautifully laid out, a
spacious and well-kept lawn occupying the northeast corner.
In the middle of the lawn is the handsome fountain, which
was dedicated onl r. Houghton's fiftieth birthday party,
April 30, 1873."
13
"As a salute to the future and in celebration of the past,
in 1873 on Houghton's 50th birthday a fountain in his honor
was unveiled on the front lawn of the Riverside Press." 1 2
"A largely but severely plain store was built in an incon-
spicuous place by the river, and by the chance of fate now
occupies the most conspicuous place in the whole plant, ac-
tually jutting out into the Parkway." 1 3
"It was in this long ago and hardly recognizable Cambridge
that the new storehouse, Building 'C', was erected. It
served its builders so well that ,ts attic was rebuilt into
a full flat roofed third floor."
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1894 MAP 4
"A line of modest two family house, with a young elm tree in
the front of one of them ran parallel to River Street, but
several hundred feet back from it . . . This area was the so-
called Mill Pond, with a small dam controlling its outlet to
the river. . . "15
"No . . . hesitancy hindered expansion of the Riverside Press.
In October 1886, work was begun on a new building for the
Lithographic Department. Its completion afforded opportunity
for va jous newspaper releases depicting the modern River-
side."
t. . . an extensive spread in the New York 'Daily Graphic' on
March 4, under the dates 1832-1878, presented pictures of the
'quaint' Old Corner Bookstore, the modern 'stately' Cathedral
Building, the Riverside Press, an American flag flying from
its tower . . . "17
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The Riverside Press in the 1890's, from Blackstone Street.
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1903 MAP 5
"By 1871 the plant was nearly as it was in the 90's . . .
few changes 1871 to 1900: 'little excrescence' added to
[the] back of the main building for electrotyping [and] a
little brick building out nearer Blackstone Street for sheet
storage."18
"By this time, the riverbank was also being pushed out far-
ther, and by 1899 there were five smaller buildings which
stood between Building 'C' and the river; at least one of
these seems to have been a stable, and another one was prob-
ably for coal storage, since it goes directly to the river
bank where the coal schooners tied up."11
"Improvements had been frequent and by 1890 the old Cambridge
Alms House Estate had been change beyond recognition. The
wooden tenement on the edge of the property had been torn
down, the grounds enlarged and laid out in parklike lawns and
driveways and all buildings had been equipped with incandes-
cent lights, a boon to workers, 2 ho had suffered from heat
and fumes of gas illumination.
20
"In erecting their new building in 1867 and in expanding the
facilities for the Press in 1872, Houghton and his partners
had planned wisedly . . . For over thirty years, the plant
had served the expanding business adequately. However, by
1895 the need for additional space had become urgent . . .
21
1916 MAP 6
"At the turn of the century . . . the Houghton heirs agreed
that expansion was essential if the anticipated demand of
the future were to be met . . . First was a wing for electro-
typing, then a sheet storage building and an extension of
the pressroom . . . "22
"One of the old buildings on the river bank has been remod-
eled and refitted for the production of the beautifully
printed books issued on limited Riverside Press Editions. . .
with its walls of brick, large, heavily mullioned windows,
open-timbered roof, this room represents something of the
attractiveness of the ear er printing establishments before
the advent of machinery."
22
1930 MAP 7
"By 1905, [the] solid square building toward River Street
for book storage [was built] and a building equal size at
the other end of the main building for the composition and
proof reading departments. The press room reached out a
long arm to Blackstone Street."
24
"By 1916 a top level bridge had been built to Building C to
connect the 'crows nest' of Building C with the extra floors
which has been added to the old Almshouse. But also by then,
Building C had lost (probably 1909 or 1910) its entire
northwest corner: 'the new Parkway . . . [Memorial Drive]
had sliced off a considerable portion of Riverside real es-
tate taking the stables and the coal shed, nicking the cor-
ner of Building C, and demolishing half the press room,' as
one Houghtoft executive complained."
2 5
"By chance of fate . . . [Building C] now occupies the most
conspicuous place in the whole plant, actually fully out into
the Parkway; but it must be remembered that the parkway ran
23
across our back lot we did not build this object of beauty
in our front yard."
"In 1909, came an ultramodern building for composition and
proofreading. A new bindery was badly needed, the old one
on the third floor of the main building was hard put to
handle the now daily production of 10,000 to 15,000 books.
Plans were drawn, but construction was delayed by the out-
break of World War I."27
"One of the distinctive features of this building is the
private apartment for the women press feeders. This is a
cheerful well-lighted room provided with suitable furniture,
where the women may occupy themselves with sewing, conversa-
tion, or lunch in the intervals of work." 2 8
"During 1910, the accomodations of the Press Building were
greatly enlarged by the addition of a new L-shaped building
extending 228' to and 122' along Blackstone Street. It is a
single story structure with large steel sash -windows on all
sides and having a saw tooth roof so that the maximum of all
day light is assured." 2 9
"These machines [typesetters] are in the north wing of the
main buildings, connected with which is a new 2 story build-
ing finished in 1909 and especially designed for the use of
hand compositors and proof readers. Well lighted and away
from the noise of the roadway this building furnished almost
ideal conditions." 3 0
"The original building, a three story structure of brick,
sixty feet by forty, may still be distinguished in the
midsts of the group by old fashioned style and dormer win-
dows." 31
"The grounds of the Press now compromise about 4 acres. The
main buildings face east on Blackstone Street from which they
are separated by well kept lawns. The Charles River Park
system soon to be completed will furnish a wide roadway past
the rear of the establishment." 3 2
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1962 MAP 8
"After World War I, construction began on a new bindery
along Blackstone Street of 4 story reinforced concrete."
3 3
25
1966 MAP 9, current
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The Season's Greetings
I
1852
R ING out the old, ring in the new,
Ring, happy bells, across the snow:
The year is going, let him go;
Ring out the false, ring in the true.
THE MAILING
Ttb 3Rbsibe pig
DEPARTMENT
Cambridge - Massachusetts
R ING in the valiant man and free
The larger heart, the kindlier hand;
Ring out the darkness of the land,
Ring in the Christ that is to be.
27
Houghton in 1878, the year he joined with Osgood to form
Houghton, Osgood & Company.
28
George Harrison Miffin in 1865, on graduation from Harvard.
29
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Building C IS no mere. Riverside's very first
newer to te warehousIg problem han finally
succunbed to the wreser's steel ball, ed most
of the centery-oM bricks have now found a new
and final useflfess aspartof theme breakwater
in Quincy Harbor.
The old buiding, wieh freted Memorial
Drive like a grim fortress, lived throu a
century of Riverside ttges ad grewt; it eon-
truted its share of esekfiess, and yielded onl
when the ravages oftimewers ttrrparable. Built
on the sea lod of She tm tidal riveirbak, the
strueture wasllorallyeeaigapart atbesuna
by 196; throme iN be briekwork, a ob-
server tSOe esulelearlyseethearswhaing
past on Memerisl Drive. Uestairs, Me top floor
was open to ve elements, for great gaps had
appeared o the res; worse, the radere were all
rotten, and rs smat was prohbitively ex-
penslve. Theupper flesbed ailbeeeaoademnod
for industrial use fer at least ftean years.
R.-current aft of te widening of Memorial
Drive had give, rise to espeetatioNs that the
building would be4mesby mastcpal athoritles;
but plans for the Drive's widening never seemed
t become final, and in the meantime, mainte-
nance costs kept adding up. As long as the un-
u IsM- 1 ur ling stood, it had to have the fire
I it11 n f a sprinkler system; and tokeepthe
wd - !r. frecing in the sprinkler lines, the
.]raft, : uildine had to be heated, its windows
K:? r*.air--d, Its area faithfull- trolled by
nirht watcl men. It was a losing prorfititon, and
I'. , bvious decisinhad tebe made: tear it down,
- --- *r -- * -
About a hundred years ago, storage spacewas
badly needed at the busily-growing Riverside
Press, and therefore (in the words of a later
chronicler) "a large but severly plain store
house was built in an inconspicuous place bythe
river".
It was an unromantic workhorse of a building,
designed for economy and usefulness, with its
3000 square feet (for each of two floors sad an
lwriarte hditor
A LORETTA KITSON
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attie) divided by brick partitions into four large
storerooms, with only one window on each ex-
terior wall. For the safe storage of finished or
partially-bound books, every effort was bent to
make it fireproof and theftproof, withheavy steel
doors at each partition, and fortress-like steel
shutters for the windows.
No one seems to know exactly when BuildingC
was put up; it does not show on the Cambridp
city atlas of 1854, and it first appears in the next
atlas of 1868. By that time a complex of several
new buildings had grown around the original
single structure, "formerly used by Cambridge
as a house for the town poor, and standing
almost in open Country" (quoted from The
Camrid f 1896, sditedby ArthurGilmaniw
Iokiilyljii ed at Riverside).
The original building, today much altered and
housing the cafeteria and machine shops, was at
first rented by Mr. Houghton from Mr. James
Brown, who alsoownedthebinderyserosBlack-
stone Street, and whose publishing venture with
Mr. C.C. Little was already a notable success.
In 1867 a four-story, mansard-rooted, L-
shaped building had been joind to the old alms-
house; type setting and printing were done in the
1 1 building, while the new one housed th,-
bindery, the Shipping room, and the counting
room'". Today, the counting roon, is callk-d the
iffice, and occupi's all that is b-ft of t'e old
bindery building. lu' " old terminology dies
hard, and office copies of new books are still
recorded on the delivery list an ''C.R. number
such-and-such"; the C.R., of course, is the
vestigial abbreviation of Counting Room.
A line of modest two-family houses, with a
young elm tree in the front of one of them, ran
parallel to River Street, but several hundred feet
back from it, because the entire area now no-
eupied by the bindery's 1946 "Annex" (or
Building T, to give its proper name), the present
shipping room platform, and the corner gas
station was then under water. Actually, this area
was the so-called Mill Pond, with a small dam
controlling Its outlet to the river, and It i apt
until the atlas of 1894 that it appears to be filled
in and the property of the City of Cambridge.
It was in this long-ago and hardly-recognizable
Cambridge that the new storehouse, Building C,
was erected. It served its builders so well that
its attic was rebuilt Into a full flat-roofed third
floor; again, the exact date is not known, but the
change shows on the atlas of 1886. By tu s ,m
the riverbank was also being pushed ut farther,
and by 1894 there were five sa C hul: Lss
which stood between Building C ar r!.or st
least one of these seems to have be- a sta
and another one was probably for cial .r
since It goes directly to the ri. er bank wh-
the coal schooners tied up.
By 1916 a top-level bridge had been bulit t
connect the "cr'w's nest" of BuildingC with th.
extra floors which had been added to the old
almshouse. But also by then, Building C had lost
(probably 1909 or 1910) its entire northw, o
corner: "the new Parkway"(as it was then cal 1
- today it is Memorial Drive) had sliced of
considerable portion of Riverside real estas ,
taking the stables and the coal shed, nicking the
corner of Building C, and demolishing 'haf the
press room", as one Houghton executiv
complained.
History is quiet about Building C after 1910,
although the historically-minded were bemused
by its new prominence out on the Parkway. In
196, Mr. J.D. Phillips, then Vice-President
and Treasurer of Houghton Mifflin, read a paper
on Riverside's history to theCanbridgeHistr-ical Society; and in thecourse ofhis thorough and
scholarly presentation, he commented with fine
irony: "Bythechanceof fate ... (BuildingC) now
occupies the most conspicuous place in the whole
plant, actually jutting out into the Parkway;hut it
must be remembered that the Parkway ran
across our beck lot; we did not build this object
of beauty in our frost yard.'"
With the coestruetoen of newer butidings more
conveniently iocatSd to the mainstream ad pro-duction, Building C seems to have slipped quietly
Into obscurity. Its single small elevatorbecam9
first inadequate and then dangerous, and aler
World War ! it was condemned as unsafe.
In the early 1950's a massive house-leaning
of the upper stories was carried out under the
direction of Mr. Stanley French. Two strongnew
employees pent weeks throwing armloads of
ancient and forgotten stock out of upper-story
windows into the waiting dumptrucks below.
Arthur Colangelo and ArthurBoudreau stillhave
vivid memories of the generations of dustwhich
they had to stir up there were folded and
gathered books with 1811 dates on their title
pages; there were musty bundles of signatures
which burst their fragile ropes at the first touch;
there were pages sad pages of locked-up type
for the Atlantic Monthly(which magazine Houlb-
ton and Mifflin had Sok to Little Brown in 190)
and there was much more. It all went, finally
and sadly, to the dump or the melting pot.
Now Building C entered its last phase. Un-
known, unloved, and uncherished by almost all,
it still served out its last years as a useful
home for the carpenter shop, the paint shop,
and the grounds maintenance equipment. Every
house and everypiantneeds anattic, andBuilding
C's ground floor became Riverside's attic.
Stored there were skids, lumber of all kinds,
storm windows, old doors, bitsof old machinery,
old furniture, plumhing fixtures, blwn-down
signs, lawn mowers that didn't work an) more,
spittoons, ornamental corbels brushed off the
office building bridge by trucks with too-k*
trailers, and a hot of memories.
Cleaning all this out during the inoa ol
November, Mike Hughes and his men hive b
a task reminisest of Hereules in the A
Stables. The useftil stuff has base 4
moved into the new earpeatar h
debris of a century has been egl " O 'dump.
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fa
VIEW of the Riverside Press f rom Memoral dive around 1900. The Press has been in operation here for 119 years, and has
printed more than 100,000 diffet rot book s.
After 119 Years
The Riverside
To Stop Rolling
Slow as das qf ailing
ip on the Mon er,
pol have bs p- the
cluster of betek,
buldia at t ecornw o
steed Muneieft dys kow
-by a Reme
'The Ps h h ai ti we,
119 yas to be snet, but it
wU close its dom 0e. The
four - se lot, whia h Itein
seven build n, u for ae.
Harvard, KM .the cty
are among possible bidders for
the lowd, and fuure
Wils fesp frld4"f-w to
low cost houping.
Most of the work which ha("
been done In the Press will n tN
be done in printin pln-.
scross the country, including
plamb in Clinton, Hanover and
Westford, Massachusetts.
It Wn In 1852 that Henry
Oseer Houghton, a native of
Vermosit, established The
Rivemide Press In what had
been s lalm house on the
banks of the Charles. That
ament building still stands
housing Riverside's
inhnshop.
For years, the building
srved a the composing room,
where the ty was set for such
distinguishe and formidable
books as Webster's I nahi idgcd
Dictionary.
Hough ton's y o u n g
enterprise prospered. because
more than an, mani of his time
in A merica. his niterests lay in
the prct ical readability of
, % anld mn thie ;esthetics of
Osgood in 1878, and finaillv
with George H. Mifflin. il
1880, from which the name of
the parent firm, Houghton
Mifflin Company. was denved.9resses The reputationl or The
Riverside Press was built and
asustained on the quality of ther books it made. More thanS o o ndifferent books have
been printed there. Daniel
Berkeley Updike and Bruce
bookmaking. He brougt Rogers both worked at the
many of his skilled craftsmnsa Press for many years as book
over from Scotland and othr designers,, building a
countries to rtice therl reputation for excellence in
trade at Riversid. the field of graphic arts that
In the late 1860's, he was to surpassal others.
entered into an arrangement Skie Employees
with G.&C. Merram for thle nwar th vers The
complete man ufature of
Webster's Dictionary, an Riverside Pre came to be
arrangement which survived i ot only as a house of
for more than 100 years. qialty, hit also a place wherej mal r or wAd
Becomes Publisher
Being a man of enterpris,
Henry Houghton's succse in
the prInting and bindiug of
books inevitabl led him Into
the Mld of 110'10 19t
with Melan r
1864, then with JamS f.
(Continud Page
traimed in the skills of book -
making at an early age and
practice those skills at a good
%age for the rest of his life.
Today, there are many
employees who have worked at
the Press, for 40 and even 50
v .urx. Their fathers before
them did the same.
Maximum employment at
the Press never exceeded 700
people and in latter years it has
been 500 and 600. But work
has been steady, providing agood dependable living for
many families in Cambridge
inid outlying communities.
An averam of about $3
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THE COMMUNITY
The community is a very self-conscious one. The growth of
both Harvard and MIT into the territories of Riverside and
Cambridgeport has threatened the community both in terms of
the population change and by the threat of being forced out
of their houses by need for additional space. Acquisition
of properties for either investment purposes or for actual
university use has lessened the number of available units.
The rents have been raised because students inhabit one
apartment and split the rent. The young professionals with
higher incomes have moved in because of the need to be near
the university(s) or because Cambridge is a lively and inter-
esting place to be for young people.
These are all factors which are leading to the growing in-
stability of the two neighborhoods. The community is orga-
nized in its determination to prevent itself from being ex-
terminated. A study, done by the Joint Center for Inner
Change in Roxbury, was the result of the community's resolu-
tions to save itself and is the programmatic basis for this
re-use proposal. 34
Funds were originally requested in 1969 by the Riverside
Neighborhood Association from the Cambridge City Council for
a year's in-depth study of housing needs in the Riverside
Area. In 1971, when the sale of the Riverside Press site
became an issue, a Task Force, The Riverside-Cambridgeport
32
Community Corporation, was formed out of various citizens
groups in the community and the city council voted $30,000
to study the site for possible use by the community.3 5 The
Community Corporation then hired- the Joint Center for Inner
Change, Roxbury as a consultant to investigate the feasibil-
ity of low to -moderate income housing on the Riverside Press
site. The report, entitled, Riverside Press Site, "Alterna-
tive Uses," explored the
Probable physical and social evolution of the sur-
rounding area, market potential for the site as
either a retail, commercial or business develop-
ment; Local community needs and desires; The plan-
ning for sites nearby the city and others; Poten-
tial dollar return to investors and owners; The
-impact on and by the area's natural resources
The physical and economic impact on the city.A6
The findings of that study are here summarized:
The Riverside Press site and buildings . . .
[are] now vacant and available for sale-redevelop-
ment. . . . It is highly probable that, if the
forces of the free market took their course, the
site would have its present structures razed and
would be developed for high-rise luxury apartments
and perhaps some limited commercial development.
The play of free market forces would not, how-
ever, assure that the redevelopment of the site
would prove beneficial to the people living in the
Riverside and Cambridgeport communities. These
communities represent, in some senses, the ideal
of an urban community often fancied by academic
and government planners but so seldom achieved in
real life. That is, they are economically and
ethnically integrated and, increasingly of late,
their residents are becoming organized to combat
the forces which threaten to exterminate the com-
munities.37
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. . . [In June of 1970], . . . when Houghton-
Mifflin began to move out- of the Riverside Press
Site, the [Riverside-Cambridgeport Community] Cor-
poration felt that this would be an excellent op-
portunity to build low-moderate income housing on
the site and thus help both to provide community
housing and preserve part of the waterfront for
itself. The community also wanted to keep more
high-rise, high-density developments from "block-
ing" the community from the river.
Therefore, the Consulting Team began work to
determine what uses for the site could be made
within the Community Corporation's desired con-
straints of:
-- Low and moderate income housing as a pri-
mary site use; and
-- No high-rise structures.
If these constraints proved to be unrealistic,
the Consulting Team was to make recommendations
for alternatives for the sitq that came closest
to the community's desires.
The body of the report is therefore
structured to present 1) a discussion of the com-
munity and its needs; 2) a review of the market
forces operating within the community; 3) feasible
development alternatives and 4) a strategy for
achieving community control over re-use of the
site.
. . . [T]he redevelopment of the Press site,
while extremely important from the standpoint of
the community's obtaining a measure of control
over its own destiny, cannot provide a vehicle
for solving many of the community's most pressing
problems. Even with high-rise development (which
the Community does not want) the site cannot meet'
more than about a third of the community's needs
for low-income housing. . . . [T]he redevelopment
alternatives presented by the Consulting Team may
not coincide with the expectations of all commu-
nity members. . . , but . . . alternatives [can-
not be recommended] which, though they meet the
community's desires, are infeasible because of
market or financial constraints. . . .
34
Two major impediments stand in the way of the
RC [Riverside-Cambridgeport] Community Corpora-
tion's developing the Press site. . . . Houghton-
Mifflin has been unwilling to give the City an
option on the property, or even to meet with City
officials or the Task Force to discuss it. The
asking price reported to be $4 million appears
too high to permit financing through conventional
means, and the time required to acquire the land
through urban renewal mechanisms could well
stretch to several years; in the meantime, the
site could be sold. . . . [It is an economic
fact of life that the rental income derived from
development must cover the costs of a mortgage
as well as operating expenses. The asking prices
for the land is too high to qualify the site for
subsidized mortgage under FHA or MHFA, thus pre-
cluding the building of low-to-moderate-income
housing, excegg in conjunction with commercial or
retail space.
The Riverside-Cambridgeport community
wishe[d] to symbolically affirm its presence on a
land parcel. . . [and] . . . selected the River-
side Press site as the most likely location for
this symbolic statement. It cannot hope under
present market conditions to acquire this proper-
ty for much less than the market price, which is
$13 per foot or $2,406,800 for the 185,142 square
foot parcel at 840 Memorial Drive and $280,800 for
the 21,599 square foot parcel at 324 River Street.
Under existing zoning, the major parcel would
permit a maximum density of 620 dwelling units,
for which the land cost would be $4,000 per unit.
This land cost is in the high ranges of financial
feasibility for luxury apartments in the Boston
area, and will be in excess of the land cost per
unit figure set by FHA and MHFA. It is possible
to make this project feasible for subsidized hous-
ing by moderately increasing the F.A.R. and adding
to the 620 permitted dwelling units, an amount of
commercial space sufficient to reduce the land
cost per dwelling unit to the limitations permit-
ted by FHA and MHFA.
The resulting commercial space could be
housed in the existing buildings and could be an
imaginative combination . . . with various Federal
funded ecggbomic self-help and vocational training
programs.
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The Consulting Team has identified three alter-
native developments (out of a total of eleven con-
sidered) schemes which appear to be feasible and
which can meet at least some of the community's
objectives:
Alternative 2-- redevelopment for retail-
commercial use only, with parking provided.
Income could be used to finance low-to-
moderate-income housing elsewhere in the
community.
Alternative 2a-- redevelopment for retail-
commercial use at a somewhat smaller scale,
with 121 units of housing also provided on
the site by means of an 8 story tower and
3-4 story low-rise apartments.
Alternative 3-- redevelopment for retail-
commercial use with as much housing as pos-
sible on the site provided by means of a 28
story tower as well as 3-4 story low-rise
apartments.4l
. . . [Rietail-commercial use . is not ex-
actly what the community would most like to see.
However, such redevelopment appears to be the only
way by which the ommunity can begin to satisfy its
need for housing. 2
Possible Uses of Alternative 2
This scheme recommends the use of existing structures with a
minimum amount of demolition. With a totally commercial/re-
tail use of the site, 200 car structured parking would be re-
quired. The following uses are suggested for the buildings
on the site:
Building 1 (T) 25,000 square feet of retail space
on the ground floor; parking with
36
Building 2 (S)
ramp on 2nd and 3rd floors; offices
on fourth floor.
Multi-story retail, with first and
second story combined = 100,000 sq.
ft. Building is fire-resistant
with parking directly across street.
[Buildings 1 and 2 could be offered to a single
large tenant (i.e. Jordan's, Filene's or Polaroid,
etc.) as there are over 100,000 sq. ft. of floor
area in these fire-resistant buildings.]
Remain loading dock.
Building 4 (G)
Building 5 (A)
Buildings 6,7,8 (B,M,D)
Building 9 (R,F)
Courts
Retail or market space like Hay-
market.
Offices, restaurant.
Small workshop, handicrafts.
Offices and additional market area.
Extension of business in summer and
remain as open green space. 4 3
[R]edevelopment on the Press site should
become a focal point around which to upgrade the
whole area. . . . [D]evelopment objectives .
extend beyond the Press site . . . [and] . .
there is the possibility of negotiating with the
owners of nearby sites to achieve development re-
Building 3
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sults more favorable to all parties than anything
that could be achieved by any of the owner's pro-
ceeding in isolation from the others. 44
[TIhe Corporation should explore with
Zena Nemitz, developer of the 808 Memorial Drive
site, how mutually beneficial development could oc-
cur. A zoning variance was granted on that prop-
erty by the outgoing City government, but with the
proviso that it could only be used for low-to-mod-
erate-income-housing.4 5
[The proposed housing on the] 808 Memorial
Drive could be complimentary to the development of
the Riverside Press site, since the residents,
whatever the eventual range of income levels, would
provide a necessary market for the services and pro-
ducts to be provided by the proposed commercial
areas of the Riverside Press object. 4 6
. . [TIhe best use of [329 River Street]
could be to combine it with the development of
808 Memorial Drive, with a contractual agreement
concerning the use of the specified number of park-
ing s aces to be made available to the site develop-
ment. 7
. . M.I.T. owns the B&B Chemical site nearby
on Memorial Drive, but has tenant, Polaroid, with
about 12 years to run on it. Thus, M.I.T. is not
likely to want to develop the site for another 12
years. However, the Community Corporation might
approach M.I.T. and Polaroid with a concept of hav-
ing Polaroid move to the Riverside Press site as
part of its development to suit Polaroid's needs
and then letting the Community Corporation develop
the B&B Chemical site for M.I.T. Presumably, M.I.T.
would gain more desirable use of their land and
some faculty, staff and student housing (mixed with
neighborhood housing); the Community Corporation
would gain a prime tenant for the Riverside Press
site, the opportunity for more housing than it
would have been able to build on the Riverside
Press site alone, and reasonably desirable neigh-
bors for the moderate and higher priced housing. 4 8
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In-the near future the Kennedy Library will be
developed at Boylston Street and Memorial Drive,
and it is projected it will be a major tourist at-
traction on a regional, national, and international
level. We-recommend a motor hotel office space and
self-care high-rise development be developed to
take advantage of the library tourism, in which the
Task Force would have management-employment parti-
cipation. . . .49
Also, we have projected . . the Press site
being developed along lines of Ghiradelli Square in
San Francisco, which allows for maximum retail and
recreational income opportunities.5 0
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LOCAL RETAIL MARKET
The market for retail stores is determined by
the local and regional markets for the stores mer-
chandise. The local market will be determined by
the level of purchases by neighborhood residents
and the degree of existing competition. Regional
markets exist because of the nature of the Cam-
bridge economy and its existing flow of retail cus-
tomers.
The analysis of the local market . . . revealed
that the retail services in the surrounding neigh-
borhood were inadequate in at least six different
merchandise categories. These were, in order of
importance: (1) general merchandise; (2) drug and
drug sundries; (3) apparel; (4) furniture and house-
hold furnishings; and (5) hardware. In addition,
there were marginal opportunities that could be sig-
nificant because of the poor quality of the competi-
tion. Some of those that might become significant
with aggressive merchandising are: a beauty shop;
laundromat; an appliance and television store; a
tire, battery and auto accessory store; and a paint,
glass and wallpaper store.
Of these local opportunities, the drug store is
the only service that is both clearly local and for
which there is a very large market (about $400,000
of potential sales a year). The general merchan-
dise store, the apparel store, and the furniture
and household furnishings would serve both local
and regional markets. The apparent opportunity for
a general merchandise store (department store) is of
particular interest because of the traffic that such
a store could provide for other stores on the site.
Furthermore, there are a number of high quality de-
partment stores both in and out of the Boston area
that might feel they have a special attraction for
the clientele already shopping in the Cambridge
area. It is possible these stores have not located
in the other shopping areas, particularly Harvard
Square, because of the lack of parking. Also, a
number of the individual opportunities for retail
stores, though possibly self-sustaining, might be
combined to provide profitable opportunities. For
example, the hardware sales p6tential could be com-
bined with the paint, glass wallpaper opportunity;
the furniture and household furnishings could be
combined with the appliance and TV and radio; or all
three of these could be combined with a general mer-
chandise store.
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When regional markets are considered, the gen-
eral merchandise store becomes more feasible, as is
a range of specialty shops and possibly a food super-
market. . . . Certainly, many of the specialty
shops in and around Harvard Square are vulnerable to
well-organized competition that is backed up by Har-
vard Square's most important omission, adequate park-
ing for commuting customers. Conceivably, many of
these stores could be induced to move to the River-
side Press site if the area were to be made aesthe-
tically attractive and would supply parking.
When a developer is chosen for the site, his con-
tinuing analysis will likely reveal further opportu-
nities. For example, the only marine supplies store
near the river and its boat enthusiasts will soon
close. Such a store might well become a part of a
retail center on the site. Other similar opportuni-
ties that might be found to exist could be: a furni-
ture and home furnishings center made up of a number
of retailers; a number of eating places ranging from
fast food to a high quality restaurant and travel
agency.51
The Consulting Team assumed the area that would
be served by locally-oriented retailing on the River-
side Press site would be a quarter-mile radius around
the site. The quarter-mile radius is a convenient
walking distance; any greater distance would begin to
require a car and public transportation and, therefore,
would have to compete with city and regional retail-
ing. .
. [T]he Team conducted an analysis of this
area to determine the sales potential to retailers
from the purchases made by residents who could easily
shop at stores on the Riverside Press site. The Team
also estimated the amount of resident purchases made
at existing retailers in the neighborhood.5 2
APPROXIMATE RETAIL PURCHASES WITHIN RIVERSIDE PRESS
Sales in Purchased by $ Available Quality
Type of Retail Store Outlet Trading Area Local Residents for New Store of Com-
($ 000's) ($ 000's) ($ 000's) petition
Drug Stores 0 421 421 P
Supermarket & Food 4,574 3,365 1,209 F
Specialty Food Stores 189 158 31 G
Liquor Stores 464 89 375 F
Hardward Stores 0 105 105 P
Barber Shop 25 31 6 F
Beauty Shop 20 42 22 F
Dry Cleaners 57 25 32 F
Laundromat 25 17 8 F
Shoe Repair 10 50 5 P
General Merchandise 0 2,329 2,329 P
Apparel 690 319 371 F
Gift., Novelty & Souvenirs 0 8 8 P
Florist 1,425 14 1,411 F
Sporting Goods 57 12 45 F
Toy & Hobby Shop 57 5 52 F
Miscellaneous Retail 0 92 92 P
Furniture & Household 0 108 108 P
Furnishings
Appliances, T.V. & Radio 62 79 17 F
Floor Covering 150 17 133 F
Tires, Battery & Accessories 0 40 40 P
Paint, Glass & Wallpaper 0 16 16 P
Eating & Drinking 579 247 332 G
SITE TRADING AREA53
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CHARLES RIVERFRONT ANALYSIS
There is considerable attention being paid now to the use of
the riverfront and its conservation as a recreation and lei-
sure facility for the cities of Boston and Cambridge. There
are currently studies being carried out on the improvement
of the water quality. The Cambridge Planning Board is in
the process of proposing a new set of zoning regulations
aimed at controlling the current zoning. The new zoning pro-
posal is said to be the reflection of the views of the commu-
nity and a careful consideration of the conservation of the
riverfront.
The basic tenets of this revision are questionable, as are
the studies that are being done for the river edge. They
all seem to neglect to relate the river to the community. If
the river edge is to become a useful and pleasurable part of
the community, all designs done for the site should consider
this very problematic relationship of the current strip of
development and the road to the river. The notion expressed
in the new zoning proposal is that the fabric of the River-
side-Cambridgeport community should be maintained to the
river edge. They are saying, in effect, that the community
should be built up to Memorial Drive. They make no mention
that the river edge should be viewed as a place for pedestri-
an activity, if the community is to use it. All descrip-
tions view it as it is -- a potentially scenic drive.
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The current condition of the riverfront strip which borders
the Riverside-Cambridgeport communities creates a series of
barriers to the pedestrian. The catalogue of edge condi-
tions along the Charles River describes the variety of ways
in which the riverfront relates to the water and to the road-
ways which invariably run alongside the river. The very ex-
istence of Memorial Drive is obviously cause of the problems
with the riverfront in Cambridge, but similar conditions ex-
ist and have been dealt with successfully along other points
on the Charles River.
The Urban Form Analysis is aimed at graphically describing
the particular conditions along the Cambridge tiverfront be-
tween Harvard and MIT properties (see Appendix 1 for the
Analysis Code and Drawings: Urban Form Analysis 1-4). The
catalogue or typology of edge conditions and the analysis
are meant to give directions on what can be applied to the
particular conditions along the Cambridge riverfront. The
edges cover a large range of edge "types" (see Drawings: Ty-
pology of Edge Conditions 1-4).
There is a great variety in the conditions along this rela-
tively short strip of land. There is no question that with
a little bit of attention, the actual river edge could be
made into one of the richest places along the whole Charles
River. The problem lies in dealing with the roadway and the
commercial strip which comes between the community and the
47
river. As shown in the Drawing: Urban Form Analysis 1, the
residential neighborhoods are cut off from the river by a
school and playground, single story commercial structures
and their adjacent garage or parking lots, small multi-story
office buildings and chain link fences ringing the entire
area from Putnam Avenue to Memorial Drive. All buildings
are designed to be approached by the automobile so that the
sidewalk is dangerous and, therefore, rarely used. The one
building which can be approached by the pedestrian is the
Morse School because its access is from the rear -- the resi-
dential side. This is also the only place along the whole
strip which comes directly up to a residential block. The
palyground and streets are taken over by neighborhood chil-
dren and are heavily used, even in cold weather.
Pedestrian activity along the rest of the strip is non-exis-
tent because of the constant instrusion of the automobile.
One the river side of the strip, pedestrian activity is very
light because the pedestrian is forced to walk along the
road -- in a very close relationship to automobiles moving
at a high speed. This is certainly one place where the pe-
destrian could be walking along the river away from the auto-
mobile.
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TYPOLOGY OF EDGE CONDITIONS
In order to understand the particular river edge condition
at the Riverside Press site, examples of edge conditions
were taken at five places along the Charles River. These
are general types of conditions which are meant as a guide
to understanding the entire river edge.
The riverfront along Soldier's Field Road is an example of
soft or natural river edge. Nothing has been done to alter
the edge. Water has been let into the riverbank area by dig-
ging out earth and allowing the water to seek its own level.
The Esplanade in the Charles River Basin is low artificial
edge which has been built out into the water in order to
allow water to enter the site. The edge of Memorial Drive
at MIT (the same condition as the Riverside Press) is an
artificial edge built ten feet above the water line. There
are docks, piers and a boathouse which are extensions of the
"land".
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TYPOLOGY OF EDGE CONDITIONS: ROAD TO EDGE
The relationsh.ip of th.e ever present roadways to the edge is
dependent upon the dimensions of height and width of the
edge. This is a catalogue of types and is not meant to be a
qualitative analysis.
The basic conditions are a function of the width of the
strip between the water and the road, the height of the
strip in relation to the water - if it is sloped or flat,
and any extensions of the edge that have been made. (See
drawing Typology of Edge Conditions: road to edge, page 60).
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TYPOLOGY OF EDGE CONDITIONS: WALKWAY TO EDGE
The waterways are divided into two types. The low- edges are
either narrow Cflat or sloped edgel or w'ide Cflat or sloped
edge). The wide edges are usually two parallel walkways at
either edge of the strip. The high edges are always narrow
and are generally the walkway strips running directly paral-
lel to the edge. The one situation of width is achieved
(on Memorial Drive at MIT) by widening the road and putting
a wide green strip down the middle of the road. (See dreaw-
ing, Typology of Edge Conditions: walkway to edge, page 61).
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TYPOLOGY OF EDGE CONDITIONS: EDGE TO EDGE: VIEW
The basic elements which make a "view-" along the river are:
trees, grass, automobiles and highway, low edges (wide and
narrow), high edges (wide and narrow), the water (wide and
narrow), and built definition along the edge.
The types of views are broken down into the position of the
viewer as he sees the other edge. Those are: low edge to
low edge, low edge to high edge, high edge to low edge, and
high edge to high edge. Other elements of "view" can alter
particular situations. (See drawing, Typology of Edge Con-
ditions: edge to edge: view, pages 62-65).
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TYPOLOGY OF EDGE CONDITIONS: EDGE TO EDGE: VIEW
The existing conditions on the Charles River edge at the Riv-
erside Press is a difficult one with which to work. The riv-
er is very narrow at that point (300 ft. wide), and the edge
is built up to 10 feet above the water line. The view across
is limited to Storrow Drive and the River Street and Western
Avenue Bridges. Memorial Drive runs parallel to the walkway
with only a strip of grass and trees in between. The walkway
runs directly along the edge for the entire strip between the
two bridges.
In the proposal, the on-grade walkway is replaced with a
walkway elevated to 15 ft. above grade. It begins before the
two bridges and gradually ramps over them. This gives the
pedestrian an uninterrupted walk along the Charles, an exten-
sive view of the surroundings and a kind of dominance over
the automobile. An additional walkway is added at water lev-
el called a "quai." This allows a continued walkway along
the water and gives the pedestrian a very contained view of
the river. With trees planted on the opposite side, obscur-
ing the roadway, the two bridges then seem to contain the
water. It is important to deal with such an edge positively
as well as the green, wide edges. There is so little urban
riverfront that is negotiable and salvageable that attempts
must be made to capitalize on every bit that is left. The
river must be conserved as one of the few natural systems
left in the urban fabric.
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CURRENT ZONING
The riverfront is currently zoned as "office." Under this
code, "C3" housing can be built with a maximum of 144 dwell-
ing units per acre without a heigh limit. By way of com-
parison, Peabody Terrace, Harvard's married student housing,
is 80 dwelling units per acre which puts it in the neighbor-
hood of the C2 code.
The average density of Cambridgeport and Riverside is 35-40
dwelling units per acre which is the Cl code. The fear of
the community is that they will be walled off from the river
by a row of luxury towers, motels and university dormitories.
This is certainly a well founded fear, since both sides of
the communities are gradually being closed in by university
growth.
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STATEMENT OF ATTITUDE: A NEW ZONING POLICY
The Cambridge Planning Board is in the process of trying to
develop what they call a "Policy Framework for Riverfront
Development" by means of appealing to the Zoning Review
Board to impose new attitudes on current zoning. This new
framework, as well as the actual zoning revision document,
has many portions which will only work against the community
and the possibility of developing a reasonable river edge
which can be used with any success by pedestrians. The re-
lationship of this new document is critical to the develop-
ment of the Riverside Press site.
The policy framework expresses the following attitudes
toward the riverfront development: It sees the riverfront
as a development of housing, primarily with a mix of "luxury
housing, student and faculty housing and homes for low and
moderate income families."5 4 The riverfront strip should re-
late sympathetically both to the existing neighborhood den-
sity (called moderate) and to the MDC Riverfront by means of
"pedestrian oriented access routes.'5 5 Any increase in traf-
fic flow would be discouraged since it is "not a vital link
to our major arterial network.'5 6 Any riverfront development
that would compete with the commercial areas of Kendall or
Central Squares or Alewife Brook Park should be discouraged.
Any "development of the Riverfront should result in a sig-
nificant augmentation of the city's tax base." 5 7 The controls
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that already exist within the mechanisms of the city are suf-
ficient to "fully implement riverfront policies," without
resorting to either Urban Renewal or Zoning Ordinances. This
final attitude is clearly in contradiction to current zoning
ordinances and to the Planning Board's own zoning revision
proposal.
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ZONING REVISION PROPOSAL
The proposed revision to the current zoning ordinance is
being put forth by the Cambridge Planning Board. The city
wants to promote the development of housing of all types,
including low to moderate, market rent and student-faculty,
and to extend that housing up to the riverfront. The pro-
posed lists of permitted and conditionally permitted uses
provide conditions which could potentially turn the river-
front into an even more inappropriately used space than it
already is. The relationship of these new zoning proposals
is critical to the development of the Riverside Press Build-
ings. The Press site could be developed as a case in point
of how to develop the river edge for the benefit of the com-
munity and the developer and for the whole city of Boston.
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EVALUATION OF ZONING
What is being generally ignored in the process of re-zoning
the river edge is that in order to make the whole frontage
between the BU Bridge and the Western Avenue Bridge a place
which people can use and enjoy, there must be something
there for them to use, whether it be commercial, retail faci-
lities or recreation facilities and whether these activities
be participatory or observatory. There must be something
along the riverfront which interests a wide range of people
and inspires them to come and explore what the area has to
offer. The Planning Board wishes to "enhance the Riverfront
as a residential and recreational amenity to all residents
of the immediate area and Cambridge at large." 58
What is now along the riverfront strip is miserably misusing
the land, and what is proposed in the new regulations does
not guarantee that anything better will be built. Building
on the riverfront should serve the community, bring people
to the river edge and always keep the focus on pedestrian
use.
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THE RIVERSIDE PRESS SITE: CHARLES RIVERFRONT ANALYSIS
The analysis of the Riverside Press site (Urban Form Analy-
sis 2) describes the site as being totally walled off from
the Blackstone Street side by the actual buildings, on the
northern side by the Cambridge Electric complex, and on the
southern and western sides by River Street and Memorial
Drive, respectively. One perceives the complex as a series
of high walls. The access to the site is visual only and is
limited to the openings along River Street and Memorial
Drive. The pedestrian walks all around the site are rarely
used. Albro Street is a cul-de-sac which is used for a
driveway and occasionally for parking. Blackstone Street
provides a pedestrian with nothing but the sheer walls of
the Riverside Press and no points of entry into the site or
views to what is on the other side of the site. River
Street has sufficiently heavy automobile and truck traffic
to discourage any pedestrian, and again, there are only the
walls of the Riverside buildings, a fence and vehicular and
pedestrian entryway to the site, and a gas station.
The walkways along the river have probably the least desir-
able of all possible edge conditions. The walkway on the
Riverside Press side is very narrow (6 feet, with a 2-foot
grass border). This puts the pedestrian within only two
feet of an automobile moving at a speed of about 30 miles
per hour. The speed of the traffic is moderate at this
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point on Memorial Drive because there are traffic lights
at both River Street and Western Avenue. On the river side,
the walkway is two feet wide and directly on the edge. Be-
tween the walkway and the road is a strip of grass 15-20 feet
wide and a row of trees along Memorial Drive. The road is
very narrow at this point (40 feet wide, 4 lanes, no break-
down lanes), and trees provide the only source of psychologi-
cal separation from the automobile. The row of trees are a
constant reminder to the pedestrian that he is walking along
the river edge.
The height relationship to the river at that point is such
that the pedestrian can barely see it. According to the ty-
pology of edge conditions (see Drawings 1-4), the edge is
artificial and is built high above water (8-10 feet). The
relationship of the road to the edge is very uncomfortable
for the pedestrian because the road is narrow, the walkway
and green area are narrow, and there is a fence which pro-
tects the pedestrian from a ten foot drop to the water. The
pedestrian is therefore trapped on a narrow corridor from
River Street to Western Avenue.
Of all possible combinations of views, this view also ranks
among the lowest. It is a veiw of narrow water from a high
edge to a low edge which is green, but not accessible. The
edge slopes up steeply to a wide limited access road and no
built definition behind the road. The Coca Cola factory is
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the only bit of built definition between the Harvard Busi-
ness School and the raised turnpike by BU, so that it is the
only visual focus. The Coca Cola sign and its time and tem-
perature read-out are the only visible signs of life, if one
can be so generous to call that life.
If one looks straight out, there is no built definition lit-
erally as far as the eye can see. The city seems to disap-
pear on the other side of Storrow Drive. In fact, there is
nothing at the existing level upon which to feast one's eyes.
What is successful and should be exploited, is the defini-
tion made by the River Street and Western Avenue Bridges. It
creates a unique condition of closure and almost becomes a
rectangular lake. This sense of enclosure is only sensed at
the river level.
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BUILDINGS/SITE INFORMATION
The site has two parcels of land containing 206,741 square
feet. It is bounded by Memorial Drive on the west, River
Street on the south, Blackstone Street on the east, and Al-
bro Street on the north. It is located in the communities
of Riverside and Cambridgeport, between the two large uni-
versity complexes of Harvard and MIT. The larger parcel of
land at 840 Memorial Drive contains 185,142 square feet. The
smaller portion at 324 River Street contains 21,599 square
feet. Although the site enjoys the amenities of proximity
to the Charles River, a location almost midway between Har-
vard and MIT and quite central to the whole city, Memorial
Drive, River Street and Cambridge Electric are noisy neigh-
boys, and the view across the Charles at that point is not
very pleasant. The existing buildings on the site are in
good condition and could be re-used in many different ways.
Building 'T' 4-story reinforced concrete 20' module,
brickfaced with tar and gravel roof.
Architects: Garlecume and McMullen
Built: 1946
Square footage per floor: 7,694
Total useable square footage: 30,776 --
(not including services)
Use: Floor 1 ;-small retail'sh6ps or
small department store;
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Floors 2,3,4 - large office ren-
tal (i.e. Polaroid).
Building 'S'
Building 'R'
4-story reinforced concrete 20' module,
brickfaced with tar and gravel roof.
Architects: Monks and Johnson
Built: 1929
Square footage per floor: 16,859
Total useable square footage: 67,436
(not including services)
Use: Floor 1 - small community oriented
shops;
Floors 2,3,4 - large office rental.
4-story reinforced concrete 20' module,
brickfaced with tar and gravel roof.
Architects: Monks and Johnson
Built: 1924
Square footage per floor: 8,889
Total useable square footage: 35,556
(not including services)
Use: Floor 1 - small community oriented
shops;
Floors 2,3,4 - large office rental.
Buildings T, S, and R -- Combined useable
square footage
Services
Total
133,768
14,816
148,584
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Building 'E'
Buildings 'Al',. 'A2
Building 'G'
4-story mill construction, heavy timber,
connects to buildings R and S, tar and
gravel roof.
Architects: Newhall and Blevins
Built: 1907
Square footage per floor: 68' x 117' =
7,950 sq. ft.
Total useable square footage: 31,800
Use: Floor 1 - retail shops;
Floors 2,3,4 - office.
4-story brick, wood frame office build-
ing, Mansart slate roof.
Architects: Unknown
Built: Al, 1867; A2, 1877-1886
Square footage per floor: 63' x 40'
2,520 sq. ft.
Total useable square footage: 13,560
Use: Floor 1 - shops;
Floors 2,3,4,5 - office (small).
1-story Press building, reinforced con-
crete floor, 5' below exterior grade,
masonry walls, sloped, slate and sheet
metal roofs, clearstory over all areas,
about 40' clear span with wood and steel
trusses, buttress of trusses about 15'
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Building 'B'
Building 'H'
above floor.
Architects: Newhall and Blevins
Built: 1910
Floor areas: 55' x 137' = 7,550
126' x 72' = 9,050
Total = 16,600
Use: Market area, small food merchant,
used as a Haymarket area space,
should not be altered in any way.
2-story wood frame, bearing wall.
Architects: Bradless, Windsor, Weatherall
Built: 1886
Square footage per floor: 72' x 86' =
6,200 sq. ft.
Total square footage: 12,400
Use: Movie theatre.
1-story wood frame, bearing wall, at-
tached to building F at second floor.
Architect: Governor Fogerty
Built: 1904
Total square footage: 60' x 37' =
2,120 sq. ft.
Use: Extension of G, small retail, food.
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Building 'F' 3-story wood frame, bearing wall.
Architects: Newhall and Blevins
Built: 1909
Square footage per floor: 58' x 86' =
5,000 sq. ft.
Total square footage: 15,000
Use:
Buildings 'Ml', 'M2', 'M3' wood frame, brick bearing wall;
Ml, M2: 5-story; M3: 3-story
Architects: Unknown. 1917 addition: New-
hall and Blevins
Built: Ml: 1836-1838
M2: 1860 and 1917
M3: 1877-1886
Square footage per floor:
Ml: 42' x 48' = 1,970 sq. ft.
M2: 40' x 23' = 920 sq. ft.
M3: 58' x 23' = 1,325 sq. ft.
Total square footage:
Ml: 12,645
M2: 4,600
M3: -5,300
22,845 sq. ft. - total
Use: Floors 1,2 - community center,
offices, studios
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Building 'D' One part: brick bearing wall, tar and
gravel roof;
One part: wood frame, bearing wall,
pipched r6of.
Architect: Unknown
Built: 1851-1868 (pitched roof)
1902 (flat roof)
Total square footage: 50' x 90' = 4,500
Use: restaurant opening to courtyard,
roof deck part of pedestrian bridge.
The total square footage of the 11 buildings is approximately
260,000 square feet, situated on 4-1/2 acres of land.*
*Building Dimensions -- Houghton-Mifflin Co.
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THE RIVERSIDE PRESS SITE: CHARLES RIVERFRONT DESIGN PROPOSAL
.- . .I enjoy my morning walk over [to the Riverside
Press] and never tire of the lovely views of Parker's,
Aspenwall and Corey's Hills from Francis Street, the
woods by Longwood Creek, the glimpses of Brookline
Village with its spires and Town Hall and the quiet
retired Longwood estates with their noble trees and
green lawns and hedges, not to mention the glorious
bay which sparkels in the morning sun between me and
the city . . .59
The design proposal for The Riverside Press is diagrammatic
in terms of the specific use of the various spaces. The pro-
gram follows the lines set out in the consultant's- report and
is a commercial-retail-community center. A concentration of
retail shops is badly needed within the Riverside-Cambridge-
port area, and this is also meant to serve a regional market.
Parking is provided in two structured lots: one for 270 cars
at 324 River Street -- property which is part of The River-
side Press parcel and one for 215 cars on Blackstone Street
-- on an existing parking lot which is said to be "nego-
tiable" land. Both lots are small and, although structured
garages are possible, neither garage is being built under
ideal conditions. The garages have ramped parking, spiral
down ramps which span the streets, roof parking and pedestri-
an bridges connecting each floor to the Press buildings.
For additional parking, there is some street parking on
Blackstone Street and vast fields of on-grade parking lots
within walking distance of the site. Structured parking
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might also be combined with a development scheme at 808 Mem-
orial Drive. Drivers coming from the River Street Bridge
can see the River Street Garage from the bridge as they ap-
proach from Storrow Drive or the Turnpike. If that garage
is full, they can proceed to the Blackstone Street Garage.
The circulation distribution is diagrammatic. The object of
the diagram is to indicate preferred pedestrian routes. The
Blackstone Street side is opened to encourage pedestrian ac-
cess. Although the purely residential neighborhood does not
begin until Putnam Avenue, this is a similar situation to
the Morse School, and it seems logical to place the major
pedestrian access routes on the Blackstone Street side. The
whole notion of the site plan is to wall the users of the
building off from the automobile and give restricted views.
Even in 1916, noise was an issue: "Well lighted and away
from the noise of the roadway these buildings furnished al-
most ideal conditions. "60 The three Blackstone Street en-
tries respectively give a view of open and green space and
water that has been let into the site, a view of the bridge
over Memorial Drive and a major entry to the food shopping
area. Since the river cannot be seen from inside the site,
an opening was made under the road and an area dug out to
allow water into the site. This could be used in the summer
for sending off little boats or in the winter for ice skat-
ing. One can only hope that the attempts to clean the
Charles River will meet with some success.
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There is a pedestrian bridge 15 feet over the roadway. It
begins in three places: in the central open space and at
the end of the interior pedestrian routes on Levels 1 and 2
in Building E. The bridge is a series of stepped platforms
which is an extension of the deck on the roof of Building D.
It continues up another 5 feet and then continues to span
the road. The uppermost level connects with the second
level pedestrian walk in Building E. On the ground level it
directs the pedestrian towards the ramp which goes down to
the water inlet, and under the road, to the quai beside the
river.
The pedestrian access on grade level is purposely not en-
couraged on the Press side of Memorial Drive. There are two
small openings to enter the site and a view down to the in-
let from the walkway. The pedestrian is strongly encour-
aged to cross Memorial Drive by the platformed bridge or by
the passage under the road which uses a ramp, and one need
not walk steps. There are three on-grade cross walks should
someone choose to use them.
The bridge brings people first to the upper level walkway
which is at the same level as the bridge and runs 1800 feet
from before the River Street Bridge, to after the Western
Avenue Bridge. The upper walkway, which is 15 feet above
the road level is reached by two very long, gradual ramps at
either end of it. It is a continuous wall -- 2 feet in from
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the end lane of Memorial Drive. There are openings in the
wall at the three crosswalks, and at the point where the
wall receives the pedestrian bridge. The upper walkway is
15 feet wide and made of planking, with one end resting on
the wall and the other end resting on a system of posts (see
section).
This upper walkway achieves a kind of dominance over the
automobile by allowing the pedestrian to look down at it,
rather than be squeezed in by it. The height of the walkway
gives a fuller, more dramatic view of the water and enables
the pedestrian to see beyond the two bridges and the other
side. The area of the walkway over the River Street Bridge
widens considerably to allow a stopping place for the pedes-
trian and a view of the general situation. At the level of
the automobile, the hope is that such an arch or entryway
will serve as a kind of dramatic entry into Cambridge, since
the River Street Bridge is the major vehicular access route
into Cambridge from the Massachusetts Turnpike. Perhaps
someone will find a message to put in lights on the entryway
a bit more inspiring than, "Welcome to Cambridge, Your Speed
is Radar Controlled." At each grade level crosswalk there
are steps and a waiting area to descend from the upper level.
This would be the route taken by bicyclists.
The ramp under Memorial Drive leads to the quai. This walk-
way is a 10 foot wide extension of the existing wall and is
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a 10 foot wide strip of fill two feet above water level. The
object of the quai is to continue a walkway at river level.
It begins before the River Street Bridge and, as a dock
structure, proceeds into the river under the bridge, and
ends as a 50' wide platform and meets the stone quai. At
the large platform the pedestrian bridge comes down in a
series of platforms which can also be used as grandstands to
view river activities. These two systems of walkways allow
the pedestrian an unbroken walk along the river edge, with
views as pleasant as the situation allows. The wide plat-
form is built as a dock and could be used in the summer to
hook up a floating swimming pool as a supplement to the Mag-
azine Beach pool and used to attach a barge for summer con-
certs or plays. Small boats might also be attached along
the edge. The lower walkways attempt to create a river edge
where one had been taken away.
On grade level, the wall which supports the walkway becomes
a protection from the automobile and allows the width of
grass (15-20 feet wide) to be used as small vest pockets of
open green area. The area is partially protected overhead
by the walkway and sometimes at intermediate levels by plat-
forms in the wall. This is not an alternative walkway and
is not meant to be. It is blocked twice between the bridges
and is not a wide open circulation space. Pedestrians cross-
ing on grade enter through the wall into that level, but it
is grass covered to discourage use of it as a walkway. This
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is at the level of the existing walkway. One of the plat-
forms of the pedestrian bridge becomes an extension of this
level and then continues down to the water level.
This walkway system could also serve the complex now used by
Cambridge Electric. This site would be a logical expansion
of the Riverside complex should it become successful. A sec-
ondary area of expansion could be the old Little, Brown
buildings on the other side of the Blackstone Street. Devel-
opment of the Press site in the described way and future
developments of the other two sites could begin to open up
the riverfront to the residential areas of Riverside and
Cambridgeport. If enough activity is provided along the
river edge and the access to those activities is sufficient-
ly interesting, people will be able to use that edge again.
Any development along the river should consider this very
critical relationship of any building on Memorial Drive to
the road, to the edge and to the water..
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RIVERSIDE PRESS SITE: DESIGN ANALYSIS
After the design proposal has been imposed on the site, the
diagram of activity (Urban Form Analysis 3) shows a com-
pletely altered pattern. Activity on the interior of the
buildings is intense. Pedestrian activity on the exterior
spaces is "normal" but does not extend the intensity of the
interior walkways. The complex has been opened up at speci-
fic points on three sides and is shown as an open walled mar-
ket on the fourth side, although physical access is only as
a movie theatre exit (Building B).
The design of the shops and walkways was no more than a dia-
gram, but basic faults are evident. There is no continua-
tion of intense pedestrian activity to the exterior. There
are no preferential pedestrian routes indicated. The strong
access in the direction of the pedestrian bridge and the
river are not obvious. The open space is undefined and left
as left-over green space after the pedestrian routes have
been mapped out. Trees are neither used to direct the pe-
destrian nor to define the open spaces. Physical access
must be given on the market side.
A fault of the coding system is that three dimensional acti-
vity does not read. This accounts for the fact that the pe-
destrian bridge does not read as the strong element it is
meant to be. It is an access on two levels and guides the
pedestrian as an upper level walkway from a building interi-
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or which is meant to be the preferred pedestrian route. It
serves as a covered walkway on the ground level and leads
the pedestrian to the underground walkway. As a comparison
to Urban Form Analysis 2 -- the perceptions of the pedestri-
ans, this is described from the interior rather than the ex-
terior because it has been opened to street activity.
Another drawing would have to describe the view from the ex-
terior and the particular visual and physical access that is
given the pedestrians on the four surrounding streets.
Urban Form Analysis 4 is an attempt to correct these errors,
both in the coding and in the design, but it still remains
only the basic information for the actual design of the
buildings.
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APPENDIX I
CODING SYSTEM for MIT-GRUNSFELD SEMINAR:
URBAN FORM ANALYSIS 1, 2, 3, 4
by Professor Stanford Anderson
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FOOTNOTES
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Mifflin's Formative Years (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1970),
Preface.
2Siegfried Giedion, Mechanization Takes Command (New
York: Norton Library, 1948), pp. 2,3.
3 Cambridge Historical Commission, Dossier on River-
side Press Building Permits, pp. 221-222.
4James Duncan Phillips, "The Riverside Press," Pro-
ceedings for the Year, 1926, Vol. XIX (Cambridge: Cambridge
Historical Society, 1926), pp. 15-31.
5 The Riverside News, Vol. XX, No. 3, December, 1966,
p. 2.
6 Ibid., p. 2.
7Phill.ips, op. cit., pp. 15-31.
8 Ballou, op. cit., p. 54.
9Phillips, op. cit., pp. 15-31.
1 0 The Riverside News, op. cit., p. 2.
llPeter Hurd, History of Middlesex County, Vol. 1
(Cambridge: Cambridge Historical Commission, 1890)
1 2Ballou, op. cit., p. 194.
1 3 Phillips, op. cit., pp. 15-31.
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1 6Ballou, op. cit., p. 308.
1 7 Ibid., p. 249.
1 8Phillips, op. cit., pp. 15-31.
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2 0 Ballou, op. cit., p. 412.
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2 4 Phillips, op. cit., pp. 15-31.
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2 7 Ballou, op. cit., p. 521.
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3 4 Riverside Press Site: "Alternative Uses" (Roxbury:
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5 1 Ibid., pp. 46-50.
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5 3 1bid., Appendix 5, p. 7.
5 4 Cambridge City Planning Board, "Policy for Balanced
Riverfront Development" (Cambridge, 1971), p. 1.
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5 8 Cambridge City Planning Board, "Special Districts:
Use Regulations," Article VIII (Cambridge, 1972), p. 2.
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